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Abstract
Dynamic Datastructure Excavation (DDE) is a new ap-
proach to extract datastructures from C binaries without
any need for debugging symbols. Unlike most existing
tools, DDE builds on dynamic analysis. Its results are
much more accurate than those of previous methods.

1. Introduction
Debugging and reverse engineering of C binaries is dif-
ficult, especially in the absence of debugging symbols.
Since programs tend to be developed around the data
structures, they arguably represent the most important
information that we need to recover. Unfortunately, data
structure recovery is exceedingly hard. Even the most
state of the art disassemblers and decompilers (like IDA
Pro [9], CodeSurfer [3] and boomerang [10]), while
fairly good at recovering code blocks, are hopeless at
identifying data structures.

Data structure recovery is difficult, due to the gap be-
tween how data appears in the source and in the binary.
The compilation process turns all variables into chunks
of anonymous bytes. Data structure excavation is the art
of mapping them back into meaningful data structures.
To our knowledge, no existing work can do this.

In this paper, we sketch our solution for data struc-
ture excavation in x86 C binaries. Unlike most other ap-
proaches, we build DDE primarily on dynamic rather
than static analysis following the simple intuition that
memory access patterns reveal much about the layout of
the data structures. DDE is able to recover most data
structures in arbitrary (gcc-generated) binaries with a
very high degree of precision. While it is too early to
claim that the problem of data structure identification is
solved, our work advances the state of the art signifi-
cantly. For instance, we are the first to extract:

• precise data structures on both heap and stack;

• not just aggregate structures, also individual fields;

• complicated structures like nested arrays.

All dynamic analysis techniques were implemented
in an instrumented processor emulator based on Qemu [5].
Since the processor emulator is available only for Linux,
the implementation is also for Linux. However, the ap-
proach is not specific to a particular operating system.

2. Challenges
DDE recovers data structures by observing how mem-
ory isusedat runtime. In the CPU, all memory accesses
occur via pointers either using direct addressing or indi-
rectly, via registers. The intuition behind our approach
is that memory access patterns provide clues about the
layout of data in memory. For instance, ifA is a pointer,
then a dereference of*(A+4) suggests that the pro-
grammer (and compiler) created a field of size4 at A.
Intuitively, if A is a function frame pointer,*(A+4)
and*(A-8) are likely to point to a function argument
passed via the stack, and a local variable, respectively.
Likewise, ifA is an address of a structure,*(A+4) pre-
sumably accesses a field in this structure, and finally, in
the case of anint[] array,*(A+4) is its second el-
ement. Distinguishing between these three scenarios is
one of the challenges we need to address. In this sec-
tion, we discuss the major problems, and in Section 3
we explain how we tackle them.

Memory allocation context Our work aims to analyse
a program’s use of memory, which includes local func-
tion variables allocated on the stack, memory allocated
on heap, and static variables. Both the runtime stack and
heap are reused constantly, and so a description of data
structures here needs to be coupled with acontext.

For the stack, each invocation of a function usually
holds the same set of local variables and therefore start
addresses of functions are sufficient to identify function
frames. A possible exception occurs with memory allo-
cated by calls to functions likealloca, whichmayde-
pend on the control flow. As a result, the frames of dif-
ferent invocations could differ. DDE handles these cases
in a generic way, which is discussed in Section 3.3.3.

Heap memory, however, is more complicated. Con-
sider a my malloc wrapper function which invokes



typedef struct { <fun>:
int x; [1] push %ebp
int y; [2] mov %esp, %ebp

} elem t; [3] sub $0x10, %esp
[4] mov $0x1, -0xc(%ebp)

void fun() { [5] mov $0x2, -0x8(%ebp)
elem t elem, *pelem; [6] mov -0x4(%ebp), %eax
elem.x = 1; [7] mov $0x3, 0x4(%eax)
elem.y = 2; [8] leave
pelem = &elem; [9] ret
pelem->y = 3;

}

Figure 1. The function initializes its local variableelem.
Pointerpelem is located at offset-4 in the function frame,
and structureelem at-0xc. Instructions 4 and 5 initializex
andy, respectively. Registereax is loaded with the address of
pelem in instruction 6, and used to update fieldy in 7.

malloc and checks whether the return value is null.
Sincemy malloc can be used to allocate memory for
various structures and arrays, we should not associate
the memory layout of a data structure allocated by
my malloc to my malloc itself, but rather to its caller.
As we do not know the number of suchmalloc wrap-
pers in advance, we associate heap memory with a call
stack (typically, the top 3 or 4 function calls are suffi-
cient for accurate identification).

Static memory, finally, is not reused, and so can be
uniquely identified solely with its address.

Pointer identification To analyze memory access pat-
terns, we need to identify pointers in the running binary.
Moreover, for a given addressB=A+4, we need to know
A, the basepointer from whichB was derived. How-
ever, on architectures likex86, there is little distinction
between registers used as addresses and scalars. Worse,
the instructions to manipulate them are the same. We
only know that a particular register holds a valid address
when it is dereferenced. In our emulator, we thus track
how new pointers are derived from existing ones.

Missing base pointers Recall that we recover data
structures by observing memory accesses: new struc-
ture fields are detected when they are referenced from
the structure base. However, structure fields are some-
times used without reference to a pointer to the data
structure, and thus we may overlook the link between
the fields. Figure 1 illustrates the problem. Notice that
fieldelem.y is initialized via the frame pointer register
ebp rather than the address ofelem. Only the update
instruction7 hints at the existence of the structure. Oth-
erwise, we would characterize this memory region as
composed of 3 separate variables:pelem, x, y (on the
other hand, since in that case the program does not actu-
ally use the connection between the fieldsx andy, this
partially inaccurate result would be innocuous).

Multiple base pointers Another issue is that memory
locations can be accessed through multiple base point-

ers, so we need to decide on the most appropriate one.
Observe that fieldelem.y from Figure 1 is already re-
ferred to using two different base pointers, the frame
pointerebp andpelem (eax). Even though this partic-
ular case seems tractable (aspelem is itself based on
ebp), the problem in general is knotty. For instance, pro-
grams often use functions likememset andmemcpy to
initialize and copy data structures. Such functions ac-
cess all bytes in a structure sequentially, typically with
a stride of one word. Clearly, we should not classify
each access as a separate word-sized field. In fact, this
is a serious problem for all, even the most advanced,
approaches to date (e.g., DIVINE [4]). In our opinion,
treating such functions in a special way (by blacklisting,
say) is a bad solution, as it will handle the known func-
tions, but not similar ones that are part of the applica-
tion itself. Instead, as we shall see, DDE uses a heuristic
that lets us dynamically select the “less common” lay-
out. In other words, it favours data structures with dif-
ferent fields over an array of integers.

Code coverage As our analysis is performed dynami-
cally, the accuracy increases if we execute more of the
program’s code paths. Code coverage techniques (us-
ing symbolic execution and constraint solving) force a
program to execute all/most of its code [6]. We do not
discuss this further in this paper. Recent work at EPFL
explains how to do this for binaries [7].

3. Architecture
In this section, we sketch our solution, while addressing
the above problems.

3.1 Function call stack

As a first step in the analysis, our technique keeps track
of the function call stack. As DDE runs the program in
an instrumented processor emulator, it can dynamically
observecall andret instructions, and the current po-
sition of the runtime stack. A complicating factor is that
sometimescall is used not to invoke a real function,
but rather only to push the return address. For instance,
acall to a nearby instruction which immediately pops
the return address lets a program determine the current
value of EIP. Similarly, not everyret has a correspond-
ing call instruction.

We define afunctionas the target of acall instruc-
tion which returns with aret instruction. Values of the
stack pointer at the time of the call and at the time of
the return match, giving a simple criterion for detecting
uncoupledcall andret instructions. Note that a func-
tion reached by means of ajump instruction is merged
with the caller. We discuss impact of that on the analysis
in Section 3.7.



3.2 Pointer tracking

We determine base pointers dynamically by tracking
the way in which new pointers are derived from exist-
ing ones, and observing how the program dereferences
them. In addition, we extractroot pointers that are not
derived from any other pointers. Root pointers initialize
statically allocated memory, heap and stack.

For pointer tracking, we extended the processor
emulator so that each memory location has atag,
bp memtag(addr), which stores its base pointer. In
other words, a tag specifies how the address of a mem-
ory location was calculated. Likewise, if a general
purpose register holds an address, an associated tag,
bp regtag(reg), identifies its base pointer.

In the remainder of this section, we present tag prop-
agation rules, while we explain how root pointers are
determined in Section 3.3.

When a new root pointerA is encountered, we set
bp memtag(A) to a constant valueroot to mark that
A has been accessed, but not derived from any other
pointers. When a pointerA (root or not) is loaded from
memory to a registerreg, we setbp regtag(reg) to A.

The program may now manipulate the pointer using
pointer arithmetic (add, sub, or and). To simplify the
explanation, we assume the common case, where point-
ers are manipulated completelybefore they are stored
to memory, i.e., the intermediate results of pointer arith-
metic operations are kept in registers only. This is not a
limitation; it is easy to handle the case where a program
stores the pointer to memory first, and then manipulates
and uses it later.

During pointer arithmetic, we donot update the
bp regtag(reg), but we do propagate the tag to desti-
nation registers. As an example, let us assume that after
a number of arithmetic operations, the new value ofreg

is B. Only when the program dereferencesreg or stores
it to memory, do we associateB with its base pointer
which is still kept inbp regtag(reg). In other words,
we setbp memtag(B) toA. This way we ensure that base
pointers always indicate valid application pointers, and
not intermediate results of pointer arithmetic operations.

3.3 Extracting root pointers

We distinguish between three types of root pointers:
(a) those that point to statically allocated memory and
are present in the ELF binary, (b) those that point to
newly allocated dynamic memory, (c) the start of a func-
tion frame which serves as a pseudo root pointer for the
local variables.

3.3.1 Dynamically allocated memory

To allocate memory at runtime, user code in Linux in-
vokes either one of the memory allocation system calls
(e.g.,mmap, mmap2) directly, or it uses one of thelibc

memory allocation routines (e.g.,malloc). Since each
memory region is analyzed as a single entity, we need
to retrieve their base addresses and sizes. DDE uses the
emulator to intercept both. Intercepting the system calls
is easy - we need only inspect the number of each syscall
made. Forlibc routines, we determine the offsets of
the relevant functions in the library, and interpose on the
corresponding instructions pointers once the library is
loaded.

3.3.2 Statically allocated memory

Root pointers to statically allocated memory appear
in two parts of an object file: the data section which
contains all variables initialized by the user - includ-
ing pointers to statically allocated memory, and the
code section - which contains instructions used to ac-
cess these data. One solution to extract these pointers is
scanning the memory area once the binary is loaded and
marking all values thatcouldbe pointers. If we mistak-
enly mark a non-pointer value as a pointer, this is not
a problem - as it will never be dereferenced, it will not
serve in our later analysis. Our current implementation
is different, and does not rely on guessing pointer values.
To extract root pointers, we initially load pointers stored
in well-defined places in a binary, e.g.,ELF headers, or
relocation tables, if present. Next, during execution, if
an addressA is dereferenced,bp memtag(A) is not set,
andA does not belong to the stack, we conclude that we
have just encountered a new root pointer to statically al-
located memory. Later, if we come across a better base
pointer forA thanA itself, bp memtag(A) gets adjusted.

3.3.3 Stack memory

Function frames contain arguments, local variables,
and possibly temporary data used in calculations. Typi-
cally, local variables are accessed via the function frame
pointer,EBP, while the remaining regions are relative to
the current stack position (ESP).

As we do not analyze temporary variables, we need
to keep track of pointers rooted (directly or indirectly)
at the beginning of a function frame only (often, but
not always, indicated by EBP). Usually, when a new
function is called, 8 bytes of the stack are used for the
return address and the caller’sEBP, so the callee’s frame
starts at(ESP-8). However, other calling conventions
are also possible. This means that we cannot determine
where the function frame will start. To deal with this
uncertainty, we overestimate the set of possible new
base pointers, and mark all of them as possible roots.
Thus, we emphasise that DDE does not rely on the
actual usage of theEBP register. If, due to optimizations,
EBP does not point to the beginning of the function
frame, nothing bad happens.



About ESP Since we do not intend to analyze tempo-
rary local variables stored on the stack, we need a means
to distinguish them from local variables and arguments
belonging to functions. To make it explicit, we treat the
stack pointer register,ESP, in a special way:

1. bp regtag(ESP) is always equal toESP;

2. we setbp memtag(ESP) to a constantdummy value,
which gets propagated on pointer dereferences rela-
tive toESP.

This way addresses of temporary variables stored on
the stack have the associatedbp memtags set todummy,
which lets us simply determine whether a memory loca-
tion should be analyzed or not.

Notice that this also solves the problem of distin-
guishing memory regions allocated on stack by calls to
functions likealloca. As we said before, existence and
location of buffers allocated in such a way might depend
on the control flow, and so we do not mean to include
these regions in the analysis. Since these memory re-
gions have base addresses derived fromESP, they are
simply tagged asdummy.

Recall that once a new function is called, it often
sets its own frame pointer to the current value ofESP.
Observe that even though this frame pointer is derived
from ESP, its associatedbp memtag is not equal to
dummy. Indeed, we marked the anticipated beginnings of
this function frame as root pointers. It means that local
variables of the new function are correctly tracked.

Normally, assuming that a particular register fulfills
a certain purpose is a bad idea, as due to optimizations
registers can be used in “unpredicted” ways. However,
ESP is asacredregister, whose value is required by the
importantpush, pop, call, andret instructions. Thus,
in pratice, there is no reason why a program would ever
useESP for anything else than the current stack position,
and we can therefore safely use these special rules in this
case.

3.4 Multiple base pointers

As a memory locationA is often accessed through mul-
tiple base pointers, we need to pick the most appropriate
one. Intuitively, selecting the base pointer that isclos-
estto the location, usually increases thenumber of hops
to the root pointer, and so provides a more detailed de-
scription of a (nested) data structure.

However, functions likememset andmemcpy often
process composite data structures. These functions are
completely unaware of the actual structure and simply
access the memory in word-size strides. Thus, for 32
bit machines, such functions continuously calculate the
next address to dereference by adding 4 to the previous
one covering the entire data structure in 4 byte strides.
By applying the aforementioned heuristic of choosing

the closest base pointer, we could easily build a mean-
ingless recursively nested data structure.

For structs the solution is often simple. When the
program accesses the memory twice, once with con-
stant stride equal to the word size (e.g., inmemset)
and once in a different manner (when the program ac-
cesses the individual fields), we should pick the latter.
In arrays, however, multiple loops may access the ar-
ray. To deal with this problem, we use a similar intu-
ition and detect arrays and structures dynamically with
a heuristic preference for non-regular accesses and/or
accesses at strides not equal to the word size. For in-
stance, if a program accesses a chunk of memory in two
loops with strides 4, and 12, respectively, we will pick
as base pointers those addresses that correspond to the
latter loop. Intuitively, a stride of 12 is more likely to be
specific to a data structure layout than the generic 4. Our
current array detection introduces three kinds of loop
accesses: (1) accesses with non-constant stride, e.g., an
array of strings, (2) accesses with a constant stride not
equal to the word-size, e.g., 1 or 12, and (3) accesses
with stride equal to the word-size. Our heuristic, then, is
as follows. First select the base pointers in the best pos-
sible category (lower is better), and next, if needed, pick
the base pointer closest to the memory location.

It is worth mentioning that when selecting base point-
ers, we cannot allow loops. That is, for addressesA and
B, we should never set bothbp memtag(A) to B, and
bp memtag(B) to A, as it would prevent us from under-
standing how these addresses were derived. Such a sce-
nario might occur when the program uses the popular
base of macro. In detail, let us assume thatB points
to a field of a structure,f123, andbp memtag(B) is al-
ready set to its base,A. Next, A is derived to hold this
base,A = B-offset(f123), suggesting thatB is the
base pointer ofA. If A is dereferenced now, we could end
up with bp memtag(A) set toB. To avoid this scenario,
our heuristic additionally opts for base pointers located
belowthe memory location, which solves the problem.

Note that the whole above strategy for picking base
pointers is sound only if we assume that neither the pro-
grammer nor the compiler exploit the distance between
two unrelated variables to access one of them as relative
to the other. In other words, ifA andB are addresses of
two variables such thatA is the base pointer ofB, we
presume that thesebelong together. For instance, they
are elements of the same array, or represent the base of
a structure and its field, respectively. If, on the contrary,
we deal with distinct variables, these might get wrongly
classified as belonging to one structure.

Even though the undesirable sequence of instructions
seemsunlikely in practice, we came across a scenario
where it is realized, but also, in general, handled cor-



rectly by DDE. Namely, thestpcpy function1 first cal-
culates the distance,d, between source and destination
buffers,d=src-dst, and next accesses the source buffer
as relative to the destination buffer,*(dst+d). Thus,
when a pointer to the source buffer is dereferenced, the
base pointer is set todst, which is wrong. In practice,
the source buffer is accessed not only in this way though.
It is often used by more than one function, also with
the proper base pointer. Consequently, our heuristic that
picks the base pointer closest to the memory location
yields the correct results.

3.5 Loop detection

As indicated above, DDE needs to detect memory ac-
cesses in loops. In this section we sketch our loop de-
tection mechanism, while in Section 3.6 we discuss the
algorithms for analyzing memory accesses in discovered
loops.

Statically detecting loops in binaries is hard due to
the presence of indirectjump and call instructions,
which hinder static control flow graph extraction, and
also static loop detection. Since we do not know the ad-
dress to which to jump, the analysis might completely
miss loop blocks, or a loop back edge, when that is re-
alized with an indirect jump. Dynamically, all loops can
be detected. However, this is expensive. In DDE, we de-
cided to use a hybrid solution, where we apply static
analysis for all easy cases - functions without indirect
jumps - and dynamic analysis in all other situations.
LESE [13] adopts a different approach to loop detec-
tion: the static control flow graph extraction is supple-
mented with indirect jump targets observed during trac-
ing. However, in order to provide accurate results, LESE
should be coupled with code coverage techniques.

Throughout loop detection, we assume that both head
and tail of a loop’s back edge belong to the same func-
tion. In other words, we require that a loop starts and
ends in the same function. We have not encountered
scenarios where that assumption would be a limitation,
while it simplifies the loop detection mechanism. That
boils down to analyzing control flow graphs represent-
ing single functions, and does not require examining
callees (if any) along with callers.

Static analysis As we do not know function bound-
aries in binaries, even the static analysis is non-trivial.
Since we can neither say where functions start, nor de-
termine targets of indirectjump instructions, we also
cannot foretell entry points to sequences of basic blocks.
Consequently, we cannot predict which loop layout will
be realized by the program - Figure 2 illustrates the
problem.

1 To be more precise, we mean the function instrcpy.S in libc,
includinglibc-2.9 andlibc-2.10. Depending on the config-
uration, it it either defined asstpcpy orstrcpy.
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Figure 2. A simple control flow graph which is always
reached with an indirectjump instruction. Squares represent
basic blocks. Dashed arrows,a andb, denote possible indi-
rect jumps, determinable at runtime only. Solid arrows indi-
cate direct jumps, known during the static analysis. The graph
illustrates that using solely static analysis, we cannot predict
which loop layout will be adopted by the program. Indeed, if
jump a is taken, thenA should be assigned a loop head, and
D → A the loop’s back edge. Alternatively, ifb is realized by
the program,B andA → B should be considered, respectively.
Finally, if botha andb are taken, we deal with an irreducible
loop.

To deal with this lack of information, for each in-
structioni in the binary, we first determine set of basic
blocksBi reachable fromi in a direct way, i.e., blocks
containing indirectjump andret instructions are not
extended further. As mentioned already, we do not ex-
plore targets of encounteredcall instructions (even in
the case of directcall s), but we continue adding basic
blocks toBi. Next, in eachBi we perform the standard
loop detection analysis [1]. Finally, results are loaded to
the program run in the processor emulator on demand.
Only when the target of an indirectjump or acall (di-
rect or indirect) instruction is determined at runtime, do
we load information about loops reachable from the tar-
get instruction to the processor emulator.

We optimized the static analysis phase so that it
scales to real world programs including the binaries of
libc or theApache web server.

Dynamic analysis Not all targets ofjump andcall
instructions are analyzed statically. If the set of basic
blocks reachable from the target contains indirectjump

instructions, we switch the function containing this tar-
get to the dynamic loop detection mode.

The loop detection mechanism employs an auxiliary
stack maintained by DDE, and used to monitor the se-
quence of functions and basic blocks executed by the
program. In general, the stack is updated on each func-
tion call and return - both for direct and indirectcall
instructions - so that it reflects the original call stack in



the program. (We follow here the mechanism described
in Section 3.1.) Additionally, it stores all basic blocks
executed by functions containing indirect jumps and, as
we will see later, just heads of loops for functions ana-
lyzed statically.

In the dynamic loop detection mode, when a basic
block bA is executed, we examine the part of the stack
associated with the current function to check whether
bA is already on the stack. If not, it is pushed there.
Otherwise,bA is made the head of a loopLA. Basic
blocks stored on the stack and executed afterbA belong
to LA’s body2. At this point we pop these basic blocks
from the stack, and leavebA on top. Note that if a basic
block bB from the body ofLA was designated head of
a loopLB, only then now is the right time to claim that
loopsLA andLB are nested. Indeed, when the head of one
loop precedes the head of another loop on the stack, we
cannot say whether these loops are subsequent or nested,
as we always have to regard a back edge of thedeeper
loop as still probable to be taken. In general, this issue
is a limitation of the dynamic loop detection method:
when a certain path of a function control flow graph
is executed for the first time, we cannot say whether
the currently executing basic block belongs to a loop or
not, until a back edge or the functionret instruction is
encountered.

3.6 Array detection

As indicated above, DDE needs to detect memory ac-
cesses in loops. Specifically, we should detect how loops
access arrays. This is quite hard and a general solution
must handle the following difficult cases: (a) multiple
loops placed in sequence, (b) nested sequences of loops,
(c) inner loops and outer loops not iterating over the
same array, and (d) first and last array element handling
outsidethe loop.

In real code, there are two popular schemes for de-
riving array element addresses:

1. relative to the previous element, realized in instruc-
tions likenew=*(pprev++),

2. relative to the base of an array,elem=array[i].

In this section we discuss the algorithms that handle
both of these cases. In each of the two schemes, we start
with the simpler case - when the array is accessed in the
inner-most loop.

Before delving into the details, we discuss what kind
of meta information is kept by DDE. The meta informa-
tion is later used by the array discovery algorithms.

DDE identifies each loop with a loop id (lid) which
it assigns to the loop head at runtime when the back edge

2 Additionally, by checking whether a loop has exactly one entry point,
we detect irreducible loops. However, these appear rarely in practice,
and we skip the discussion.
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Figure 3. An example control flow graph representing a
loop, which derives array element addresses relative to the
previous array element. Basic blockT is the loop head, and
V → T the back edge.

is taken for the first time. At this point the loop head
is pushed on the auxiliary stack. So, if a loop executes
just once and never branches back for a second iteration,
it does not get a newlid. We emphasize thatlid is
associated with a particular execution of a loop, and not
only with the loop’s head start address. It means that
when an outer loop is executed multiple times,lids
assigned to an inner loop are different in each iteration
of the outer loop.

DDE assigns the toplid as a tag to each byte of
memory that the code accesses. These tags are again
kept in a shadow memory available only to the emulator,
similarly to bp memtag. Note that memory accesses
in the first iteration of a loop get the parentlid. By
parent we mean the top-most loop head on the stack,
it can represent both an outer loop and a sequentially
preceding loop, which has already completed.

As an example, consider Figures 3 and 4. For sim-
plicity’s sake, the code snippet is in a high level lan-
guage (pseudoC), but keep in mind that the whole anal-
ysis is performed in the processor emulator, on the level
of assembly instructions. The first element of the array,
a, is accessed before back edgeV → T is taken, and
thus gets the parent’slid: (P,*), where* denotes an
unknown parent’s iteration number. Elementsb . . . f are
accessed in subsequent iterations of the loop, thus are
tagged with loopLT’s lid coupled with the current iter-
ation number:(T, iter).

3.6.1 new=*(pprev++) in the inner-most loop

First, reconsider the simplified, yet representative, ex-
ample of an array accessed in a loop, presented in Fig-
ures 3 and 4. The crux of this example is that addresses
of array elements are derived relative to the previous el-
ement. The pointer to each array element is first derefer-
enced, and later increased to point to the next one. Thus
base pointers hold addresses of previous elements (refer
also to Figure 4). Intuitively, detecting an array accessed



(T, 5) (T, 4) (T, 3) (T, 2) (T, 1) (P, *) 

fedc b a 

Figure 4. An example six-element array accessed by the
loop in Figure 3.a . . .f are array elements. Arrows represent
base pointers as indicated by the loop. The pairs below the
array are assigned during the loop execution, and indicate the
loop head, and iteration number, valid when a certain element
was accessed. Rules for assigning these are further explained
in the text. Loop headP stands for aparentlid, and* for an
unknown iteration number.

in such way boils down to looking for chains of base
pointers dereferenced in subsequent iterations of a loop.
We first sketch DDE’s mechanism, and later discuss a
few design decisions.

Let’s assume that again a pointerB, derived from base
pointerA, is dereferenced, and that a loop with headL

is currently being executed. Then DDE’s core algorithm
for detecting arrays is as follows:

1. if B was already accessed in loopL, do nothing,

2. if B is equal toA, do nothing; it means thatB was
handled already,

3. whenB is dereferenced in iterationi, while A was
dereferenced in a previous iteration of loopL, DDE
treatsA as a likely array element. It stores informa-
tion about the array in the loop head kept in the auxil-
iary stack. The more iterations are executed, the more
array elements DDE discovers.

Example.We can infer now that elementsb . . . e be-
long to one array. Indeed, in the first loop iteration,b is
dereferenced, but sinceb’s base pointera is not tagged
with LT’s lid, we continue. In the second iteration, be-
causec’s base pointerb was dereferenced in a previous
iteration, we start building an array containingb. The in-
formation is stored in loop headT. Subsequent iterations
let us similarly addc, d, ande to the array.

Because we often access the first and last elements
in an array outside the loop, DDE explicitly checks to
see if it can extend the array. In other words, since we
cannot say which instructions before and after the loop
body handle corner array elements, we try to extend
the chain of base pointers in both directions as long
as tags associated with the potential new values match
the codejust beforeor just after the loop. For an array
detected in loopL, DDE first looks for earlier memory
accesses at the base pointers used to recursively derive
the first element of the array, and checks whether they
have alid that matches the last iteration ofL’s parent.
Note that this way we also add the elements accessed

int array[256], *elem = array;

while(condition1){
access elem; elem++;

}

while(condition2) {
access elem; elem++;

}

Figure 5. An example of an array accessed in two subse-
quent loops.

in the very first iteration of loopL. Second, DDE looks
for a memory location based at the last element of the
array, and checks whether associatedlid matches the
last iteration ofL.

Example.After this step, we conclude thata andf
belong to the array as well, giving us the complete data
structure.

Remarks. We conclude this section with a few re-
marks on the array detection mechanism.

First, observe that by requiring the base pointer to
be dereferenced in a previous iteration, we avoid treat-
ing lots of structure field accesses as potential array el-
ements. Otherwise, when the base of an arbitrary struc-
ture and one of its fields were used in the same loop
iteration, we would try to consider the base as an array
element, which would be highly suboptimal.

To further avoid overestimating array elements, we
attempt to extend an array with a base pointer (A) rather
than the address currently dereferenced (B). To under-
stand the reasoning behind this assumption, let’s con-
sider an array of structures and a loop which again cal-
culates a pointer to the(i+1)th element in iterationi,
and further stores it to memory. In iteration(i+1), first
a pointerA to the data structure is loaded from memory,
its base pointer is set toA itself, and the associated loop
tag indicates iterationi. Next, a pointerB to a field of
the structure is calculated, and based onA. At this point
we should not conclude thatB is an array element, even
thoughA belongs to a previous loop iteration.

Let’s consider the case of multiple loops accessing
consecutive parts of one array (refer to Figure 5), and
see how we conclude that the loops retrieve a single
data structure. Note that, in the common case (Figure 5),
when loops are executed one after another, and there are
no intermediate extra loops, both the last element ac-
cessed in the first loop and the first element accessed in
the second loop are classified as belonging to both arrays
detected. Indeed, when DDE tries to extend arrays,lids
of these two elementsmatchboth of them. As we shall
see in Section 3.7.2, two interleaving arrays get merged
in the final mapping stage, to give a single data struc-
ture. The other case, when there are unrelated loops in
between is also often solvable - the final mapping phase
requires a matching base pointer of the beginning of one



init string loop

access string element

check array end cond 

check string end cond 

X

W

V

U

T

S

string element
move to next 

exit 

string += len(prev_string) 

string = array; 

Figure 6. A control flow graph representing two nested
loops iterating over an array of strings. The inner loop, with
the head atU, and back edgeV → U, accesses characters of
a string. The outer loop, with the head atT and back edge
W → T, determines addresses of subsequent strings. These
pointers are calculated as relative to the previous array ele-
ment, i.e., the previous string.

array and the last element of another array - but the de-
tailed discussion is beyond the scope of this document.

Finally, observe that the array detection mechanism
never relies on matching any strides, and so can be
successfully applied to detect arrays having fields of
varying sizes.

3.6.2 new=*(pprev++) in an outer loop

Detecting arrays accessed in an outer loop is very simi-
lar to the previous case (explored in Section 3.6.1). In
fact, the only difference is that now we may need to
choose carefully the loop head whoselid is used for
comparisons, and which stores information about arrays
detected. Previously it was simply the top loop head,
while now we need to traverse the stack upwards and
search for an appropriate one.

First, Figures 6 and 7 illustratelids assigned to an
array of strings - the example contains nested loops it-
erating over a nested structure. We aim at concluding
thata0, b0, c0, andd0 are elements of one array. Ob-
serve that, in this case we do not need to implement any
extra measures than the mechanism described in Sec-
tion 3.6.1. Indeed,a0, b0, c0, andd0 are accessed be-
fore the back edge of inner loopU is taken, and so the
top loop head on the stack is stillT. Thus the outer array
elements get the samelid, and we know already how
to solve this case.

Array detection becomes more complicated when
there is an extra innersibling loop in betweenS and
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Figure 7. An example array of four strings accessed by the
loop in Figure 6. The notation follows Figure 4. Loop headsU1

. . .U4 denotelids of subsequent executions of the inner loop
U. Base pointers determined by the inner loop, and describing
how strings are accessed, are not marked down in the figure.
They are irrelevant now.

init string loop

access string element

check array end cond 
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string += len(prev_string) 

string = array; 
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Figure 8. An extension of the control flow graph from Fig-
ure 6. It contains one extra inner loop consisting of basic
blocksM, N andO.
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Figure 9. An example array of four strings accessed by the
loop in Figure 8. The notation follows Figures 4 and 7.



T, i.e., before subsequent strings are accessed - refer to
Figures 8 and 9. In this case elementsa0, b0, c0, andd0
get differentlids. We need to spot that theselids be-
long to different iterations of the outer loop with headM.
Then, information about the outer array has to be stored
at M, and not at the inner loopN, as the subsequent exe-
cutions of the latter get flushed from the stack each time
M’s back edge is taken.

Remember that in Section 3.6.1, we explained that
the criterion for adding array elements specifies that
an address and its base sharelid, and have different
iteration numbers. To detect outer arrays, we allow an
address and its base to represent various iterations of an
outer loop.

The only question left now is how we determine the
proper outer loop. Say that againB is dereferenced,
and based onA. We want to search for a loop head
such thatA, andB belong to its different iterations. To
deal with that, DDE associates with each loop head the
current value oflid each time the head’s back edge is
taken,prev lid. As lids form an increasing sequence
of numbers, they introduce the notion oftime. For a
given loop headL, we can say that all memory locations
tagged withlid higher or equal thanL’s lid and lower
or equal thanL’s prev lid were accessed in one of the
previous and completedL’s iterations. Because of that,
as soon as we find on the stack a loop headL such that

• A’s lid ≥ L’s lid, and

• A’s lid ≤ L’s prev lid,

we are done, andL is the loop head we are looking for.
Otherwise we do not have reasons for trying to joinA

andB in one array.

Remarks. Since this algorithm is very similar to the
one presented in Section 3.6.1, all remarks discussed
there are also valid here. It is only worth emphasizing
that the algorithm applied to multiple levels of nested
loops still behaves correctly.

3.6.3 elem=array[i] in the inner-most loop

The second popular scheme for calculating array ele-
ments addresses in loops is relative to the base of an
array,elem = array[i]. Figures 10 and 11 present a
simplified example of such case. Observe that the array
base is tagged with loop headT’s parent’slid.

Let’s assume that again pointerB, derived from base
pointerA, is dereferenced, and that a loop with headL

is currently being executed. Then DDE’s core algorithm
for detecting arrays is as follows:

1. if B was already accessed in loopL, do nothing,

2. if B is equal toA, do nothing; it means thatB was
handled already,

i = 0

exit i++

check exit cond 

*(array + i) 
T 

S

U V

Figure 10. An example control flow graph representing a
loop, which derives array elements addresses as relative to the
array base. Basic blockT is the loop head, andV → T the back
edge.

(P, *) (T, 6)(T, 5)(T, 4)(T, 3) (T, 2)(T, 1)(P, *) 

a b c d e f g

Figure 11. An example array accessed by the loop in Fig-
ure 10. The notation follows Figure 4.

3. if A is tagged either withL’s parent’slid in its most
recent iteration orL’s lid, and if A is marked as a
probablebase (check the next bullet for that), try to
addB to an array with baseA; keep all results in the
stack element associated with the loop headL,

4. if A is tagged withL’s parent’slid in its most recent
iteration, mark it as aprobablearray base.

When an array has been built over a few iterations
already, we try to determine itsstride. In the case of
a regular access to an array of integers, we see a se-
quence{4, 8, 12, 16} of offsets associated in the sub-
sequent iterations with the array base. Here, the stride
of 4 is an obvious answer. However, let us now as-
sume that we deal with an array of structures of size
12, where each structure has three4-byte fields, and
some of them are accessed relative to the array base3. In
this case we may face a following sequence of offsets:
{16, 20, 24, 28, 36}. Here we apply a heuristic picking
thebest fittingstride.

3 Keep in mind that structure fields can be accessed
in two basic ways: (1) relative to the structure base:
a struct pointer->field, or (2) relative to the
array base: often array[i].field is compiled to
*(array+i*size+offset(field)).



Finally, we again explicitly check for extending the
array (this phase is similar to the other array access
scheme).

Remarks. We conclude the section with a few remarks
on the algorithm.

We introduced the notion of theprobablearray base
(rule 4.) to avoid treating structure accesses as possible
arrays. Now, the only possibility to trick DDE to start
considering a structure as an array is as follows: the base
of the structure is accessed in the first iteration of a loop,
fieldsfdA andfdB are accessed only later, and addition-
ally in different iterations. Moreover, the heuristic which
decides on array stride would need a number ofsensible
offsets. However, a structure with four 4-byte fields,f1,
f2, f3, andf4, which get accessed for the first time in
subsequent loop iterations will be classified as an array
of integers, and there is nothing we could do about it.

Observe that we currently require that the base of an
array is accessed in the loop before the back edge is
taken (or just before the loop – so that it is tagged with
the parent’slid). It is very often the case in practice
that an array is iterated over from the first element, and
so for all our experiments we obtained accurate results
with the current implementation. However, if necessary
we should make a distinction between two facts: “A

was used as a base in a loop withlid L” and “A was
accessed in a loop withlid L”, which would solve the
problem. It would also significantly increase the amount
of memory used by the analysis though, as we would
have to keep an additional set of tags in shadow memory
in the processor emulator.

It is worth mentioning that our heuristic calculating
stride from a set of offsets does not require input from
consecutive iterations. For instance, if a loop accesses
odd array elements in odd iterations only, the resulting
stride is the distance between these two odd elements.

Finally, let’s discuss the issue of multiple loops ac-
cessing consecutive parts of one array (refer to Fig-
ure 12). Here the problem is more complex than in Sec-
tion 3.6.1. Indeed, we do not track how indexi is cal-
culated, and so we do not have means of stating that the
second loop is a continuation of the first one. DDE can
often ascertain the opposite situation though - if a struc-
ture contains two arrays, located next to each other in
memory, DDE can find out that the second array was
always accessed with a constant and immediate offset
from the base of the structure, as opposite to indexi be-
ing a result of arithmetic operations. Consequently, such
arrays are separate, and should not be merged. That in-
formation helps deciding on the actual data structure -
but detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this doc-
ument.

int array[256], i = 0;

while(condition1){
access array[i]; i++;

}

while(condition2) {
access array[i]; i++;

}

Figure 12. An example of an array accessed in two subse-
quent loops.

3.6.4 elem=array[i] in an outer loop

Problems posed by this case are very similar to the
ones presented in Section 3.6.2. Again, if elements of
an outer array are accessed in the first inner loop, the
detection mechanism boils down to the inner-most case
(Section 3.6.3). Otherwise, the solution is analogical to
Section 3.6.2.

3.7 Final mapping

Having detected arrays and the most appropriate base
pointers, DDE finally maps the analyzed memory into
meaningful data structures.

First, we briefly discuss when during the program
runtime the final mapping takes places (Section 3.7.1),
and afterwards we sketch the basic mapping mechanism
(Section 3.7.2).

3.7.1 Time of mapping

For a memory chunk, the mapping starts at a root pointer
and reaches up to the most distant memory location
still based (directly or indirectly) at this root. In the
case of the stack, we extend the region for analysis
in both directions: the part below the beginning of a
function frame contains local variables, and the part
above - function arguments (if any).

For static memory, the mapping is performed at the
end of the program execution. Memory allocated with
malloc is mapped when it is released usingfree, while
local variables and function arguments on the stack are
mapped when a function returns.

As we mentioned in Section 3.1, if a function is
reached using ajump, and not acall instruction, we
do not notice that a new function has been invoked.
Therefore we do not determine possible beginnings of
its function frame, nor can we mark itsroot. Indeed, we
do not have the means of analyzing its local variables.
More importantly, we need to avoid merging the callee’s
and caller’s function frames, so that we do not map the
whole region as if it represented local variables of a sin-
gle function. Observe however, that this issue does not
require any additional measures. When the callee builds
its new function frame, its start address is relative to
ESP, and tagged asdummy (by settingbp memtag). Con-



sequently, the entire callee’s frame hasbp memtag’s set
to dummy, and thus we do not even try to map it.

3.7.2 Mechanism

Mapping a memory region without arrays is straight-
forward. Essentially, memory locations which share a
base pointer form fields of a data structure rooted at this
pointer, and on the stack, memory locations rooted at the
beginning of a function frame represent local variables
and function arguments.

When a potential array is detected, we check if it
matches the data structure pattern derived from the base
pointers. If not, the array hypothesis is discarded. For
example, if base pointers hint at a structure with variable
length fields, while the presumed array has fields of 4B,
DDE assumes the accesses are due to functions like
memset.

The analysis may find multiple interleaving arrays.
(each corresponding to its own data structure access
pattern indicated by base pointers). If such arrays are
not included in one another, we merge them. Otherwise,
we examine the base pointers further to see if the arrays
are nested.

DDE has also enough information to speculate on the
actual type of data stored in data structures. For instance,
we can distinguish pointers, strings or integers. We leave
further research in that area as a future work.

4. Results
DDE can analyse any application that runs on the Linux
guest. To verify its accuracy, we compare the results to
the actual data structures in the programs. One approach
we are considering is to do so automatically by com-
piling binaries with debugging symbols and then com-
paring the DDE output to the data structures obtained
from the debug symbol table. However, this works only
up to a point, as aggressive compiler optimisations may
change the binary significantly (“what you see is not
what you execute” [2]). Moreover, our current parser for
the debug symbols is incomplete (e.g., it does not han-
dle heap structures) and we have not yet coupled DDE to
code coverage techniques. Both are needed to run such
verification tests automatically. For now, therefore, our
evaluation is purely manual.

To verify the accuracy of the analysis, we manually
inspect the sourceand binaryof several Linux programs
and see whether the data structures correspond to those
extracted by DDE. We applied manual inspection to a
host of handwritten programs as well as to the UNIX
fortune program. All data structures are handled well,
with the exception of the first two cases listed below.

We also analyse DDE’s performance for other, more
complex binaries, but for these we do not manually
inspect the full program. Rather, we sample a number

of functions, with a focus on the complex functions.
These binaries include the Linux loaderld-2.9.so, the
Apache web server,wget, glines, andgnometris.

Limitations.DDE is not flawless. While evaluating it
with fortune, ld.so and the other binaries we identi-
fied the following limitations.

1. DDE cannot recognise nested structs if the inner
struct is never accessed separately. In that case, DDE
just returns a single large structure. As the result is
equivalent, we do not consider this a problem.

2. Without code coverage, we may misclassify array ac-
cesses usingstrncpy and similar functions. For in-
stance,fortune has a buffer of 512 bytes containing
a string ofn bytes that is copied usingstrncpy. n

bytes are accessed one byte at a time, while all re-
maining bytes 4 bytes at a time (to zero the buffer).
Thus, DDE classifies it as two arrays. Coupling DDE
to code coverage should mostly solve it. We are not
too concerned about this, as coupling DDE to code
coverage should mostly solve it.

3. DDE does not detect arrays if a loop is executed once
or twice (in that case it is classified as a structure).

4. The current implementation does not take all align-
ment issues into account. For instance, if a one byte
field takes up 4 bytes in memory, DDE will classify it
as a 4 byte field. Fixing this is possible, but requires
inspecting the contents of memory accesses.

5. DDE cannot classify fields that the program never
accesses. Again, code coverage will help here.

6. Highly irregular array accesses (e.g.,array[rand()])
will not be recognised as arrays.

7. DDE cannot currently deal with custom memory al-
locators. If the program allocates a pool which serves
various data structures, and is reused in the runtime,
DDE does not handle that correctly. DDE does not
detect the custom allocation routine, and thus it gets
confused with the interleaving data structures.

8. DDE does not analyze local variables of functions
reached using ajump, and not acall instruction.

Note that even if DDE cannot classify an array or
structure correctly in one particular loop or function, it
may still get it right eventually. Often data structures are
accessed in more than one function, yielding multiple
loops to analyse the layout.

5. Related work
Most existing approaches to decompilation build on
static analysis of binaries. The most advanced tech-
niques in this field include value set analysis (VSA) [3],
and aggregate data structure inspection (ASI) [12], and
combinations of VSA and ASI [4]. Unfortunately, none



of these static techniques can handle some of the most
common data structures, like arrays, properly. Nor can
they handle other common programming cases. For in-
stance, if a C struct is copied using a function like mem-
cpy, it will be misclassified as having many fields of 4
bytes, because the stride inmemcpy on 32 bit machine
is 4). Similarly, they cannot deal with functions like ‘al-
loca’. Finally, the combination of VSA and ASI in [4] is
context-sensitive, which leads to state space explosion.
The reported results show that even the most trivial pro-
grams take an exceedingly long time to analyse.

In contrast, our analysis is based on dynamic analy-
sis. We use static analysis only as a simple optimisation
to detect loops in functions without indirect jumps.

Laika [8] uses dynamic analysis for data structure re-
covery. It employs Bayesian unsupervised learning to
detect data structures. However, its detection is very im-
precise and limits itself to aggregates. For instance, it
may observe chunks of bytes in what looks like a list,
but it does not know about fields in structures. For de-
bugging and reverse engineering, this is wholly insuffi-
cient. The authors are aware of this and use Laika only
to estimate, in an approximate manner, the similarity of
viruses.

Some projects are specifally related to DDE’s loop
detection method. LoopProf [11] also uses dynamic
analysis to detect loops. However, it is much weaker
and cannot detect nested loops.

6. Conclusions
We have described a new technique, known as DDE,
for extracting data structures from binaries dynamically
without access to source code or symbol tables, by ob-
serving how program access memory during execution.
As until now data structure extraction for C binaries was
not possible, we expect DDE to be valuable for the fields
of debugging, reverse engineering, and security.
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